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Abstract: Developing abuse cases help software engineers to think from the perspective of attackers, and 

therefore allow them to decide and document how the software should react to illegitimate use. This paper 

describes a method for developing abuse cases based on threat modeling and attack patterns.  First 

potential threats are analyzed by following Microsoft’s threat modeling process. Based on the identified 

threats, initial abuse cases are generated. Attack pattern library is searched and attack patterns relevant to 

the abuse cases are retrieved. The information retrieved from the attack patterns are used to extend the 

initial abuse cases and suggest mitigation method. Such a method has the potential to assist software 

engineers without high expertise in computer security to develop meaningful and useful abuse cases, and 

therefore reduce the security vulnerabilities in the software systems they develop.     
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1. Introduction 

To secure cyberspace, it is critical to engineer secure software. Security-related activities and deliverables 

need to be integrated into each of the phases of software development life cycle [1]-[3]. One of the 

security-related activities is to develop abuse or misuse cases. Abuse case is a use case from an attacker 

perspective with the intent to harm the system [4]. An abuse case might harm an actor of the system, a 

stakeholder or the system itself [5]. Abuse cases threaten use cases and serve as a support for developers to elicit 

security requirements. Developing abuse cases allow software engineers to think from the perspective of 

attackers, and decide and document a priori how the software should react to illegitimate use [6]. 

Countermeasures can be developed to mitigate misuse cases in the form of security use cases [7].  

Hope, McGraw & Anton [8] suggested that abuse cases can be created through informed brainstorming. 

However, high expertise and experience in security is required to produce meaningful and useful abuse cases 

using brainstorming method. It has also been suggested that abuse cases be developed based on a set of 

requirements and standard use cases, and a list of attack patterns [6]. However, specific processes for developing 

abuse cases are lacking. This paper describes a method for developing abuse cases based on threat modeling and 

attack patterns. Such a method allows software developers who do not have high expertise and experience in 

security to develop abuse cases by following specific steps.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background information on threat modeling 

and attack patterns. Section 3 describes the proposed method for developing abuse cases based on threat 

modeling and attack patterns. Section 4 illustrates the proposed method with an example. Section 5 concludes 
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the paper.  

2. Background 

2.1. Threat Modeling 

Threat modeling is a process proposed by Microsoft for identifying and ranking risks to architecture and 

design level artifacts [9], [10]. It follows the process of hypothesizing potential security threats, evaluating the 

threats, ranking the threats and suggesting mitigation strategies. Security threats are classified into five general 

categories: Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service, and Elevation of 

privilege (STRIDE). The security threats identified in the system are ranked based on their Damage potential, 

Threat modeling process starts with creating a data flow diagram (DFD) model for the software system. A DFD 

includes the following elements: data flows, data stores, processes, interators, and trust boundaries. Each of the 

elements is susceptible to a set of threats. The elements of a DFD and the STRIDE threat types that affect the 

elements are listed below [10]: 

1) Data Flow: Tampering, Information Disclosure, Denial of Service 

2) Data Stores: Tampering, Information Disclosure, Denial of Service 

3) Processes: Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information Disclosure, Denial of Service, Elevation of 

Privilege 

4) Interactors: Spoofing, Repudiation    

Based on Microsoft’s threat modeling process, Microsoft Security Development Lifecycle (SDL) threat 

modeling tool is provided as a free tool to assist software developers to identify potential threats and suggest 

mitigation strategies [11], [12]. With the tool, a developer first draws a data flow diagram (DFD) model depicting 

the design of the software system. The tool provides guidance and feedback in drawing the model. The tool then 

guides the developer to analyze threats and mitigations according to STRIDE framework for each element of the 

DFD model. Finally the tool generates a report for the threat model.       

2.2. Attack Patterns 

Derived from the concept of design patterns, attack patterns describe common methods for exploiting 

software. Attack patterns capture and communicate the attacker’s perspective, which can help software 

developers to think like an attacker. The  following information is typically included in an attack pattern: 

Pattern Name and Classification, Attack Prerequisites, Description, Related Vulnerabilities or Weaknesses, 

Method of Attack, Attack Motivation-Consequences, Attacker Skill or Knowledge Required, Resources Required, 

Solutions and Mitigation, etc. [13]. Hoglund & McGraw [14] described 49 attack patterns. The Common Attack 

Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC) repository includes 463 publicly available attack patterns along 

with a comprehensive schema and classification taxonomy [15].   

Sethi & Barnum [16] illustrated that attack patterns have the potential to be used in each phase of the secure 

software development life cycle.  Gegick and Williams [17] constructed attack patterns based on existing 

vulnerability databases using regular expressions and used these attack patterns for identifying security 

vulnerabilities during software design. Pauli and Engebretson [18] proposed a software tool to retrieve related 

CAPEC attack patterns based on system prerequisite in order to use the mitigation strategies for the retrieved 

attack patterns during system design and implementation. 

3. The Proposed Method for Developing Abuse Cases 

We propose a method for developing abuse cases based on Microsoft’s threat modeling and attack patterns as 

show in Fig. 1.   

The steps in Fig. 1 are explained below:   

1) Develop use cases for the system. 
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2) Draw DFD for the system which implements the use cases.  

3) Identify potential threats for each element in the DFD following Microsoft’s threat modeling approach. 

Microsoft SDL threat modeling tool can be used for threat modeling.  

4) Identify abuse cases based on the threats identified in step 3). At this stage, only the names of the abuse 

cases, and the goal of each abuse case are identified.    

5) Retrieve attack patterns that are relevant to the abuse cases. CAPEC attack patterns as well as other attack 

pattern sources can be utilized. Attack patterns can be retrieved based on keywords.  

6) Use the retrieved attack patterns to extend the abuse cases identified in step 4). The attack execution flow 

information in an attack pattern can be used to derive the “abusive interaction” section of an abuse case. 

Relevant attack patterns may also allow developers to see different ways an abuse case can be realized, i.e., 

sub abuse cases can be derived.        

4. Illustrating the Proposed Method with an Example 

In this section, an example is used to illustrate the proposed method for developing abuse cases. The example 

system is a health information system (HIS) that keeps track of a patient’s information, appointments, 

appointment findings, prescriptions, lab results, etc.  
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Fig. 1. The method for developing abuse cases based on Microsoft threat modeling and attack patterns. 

4.1. Developing Abuse Cases 

The HIS has many users which may include secretaries, nurses, doctors, pharmacists, IT personnel, business 

office personnel and administrative personnel [19].  This system can include the following use cases: 1) 

Secretary entering patient information; 2) Nurse entering preliminary appointment information; 3) Doctor 

entering appointment findings; 4) Doctor transmitting pharmacy orders to the pharmacy; 5) Pharmacist 

receiving pharmacy order. For the purpose of illustrating the proposed method, only the doctor’s role of entering 

appointment findings is considered. Abuse cases will be developed for the use case “Enter Appointment 

Findings”. The description of this use case is as follows: 

The doctor logs into HIS server using a secure browser. The server authenticates the Doctor and opens a 

session for him. The Doctor enters patient appointment findings and then logs out. 

4.2. Drawing DFD 

Next, the DFD of the HIS is drawn. For simplicity, only the part of the DFD that implements the use case “Enter 
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Appointment Findings” is drawn (see Fig. 2).  

Doctor (D)
Findings (F) Findings Data 

(FD)

View (V)

Update (U)
Enter (E)

Retrieve (R)

 
Fig. 2. DFD for the use case “enter appointment findings”. 

 

In Fig. 2, the doctor has the ability to enter or retrieve appointment findings after he is successfully 

authenticated and authorized (the dashed vertical line represents authentication and authorization) by the 

system. The Findings process takes the data from doctor, processes it and sends it to the findings data store. The 

arrows show the data flow between the doctor, the Findings process and the data store 

4.3. Threat Modeling 

Following Microsoft’s threat modeling process, security threats are analyzed for each elements of the DFD. For 

the elements shown in Fig. 1., the threats each element is susceptible to is shown in Table 1.  

 

Table 1. Threats Affecting Elements in Fig. 1. 

Element Spoofing Tampering Repudiation 
Information 

Disclosure 

Denial of 

Service 

Elevation of 

Privilege 

Data Flows 
 

X 
 

X X 
 

Findings Data 

Stores   
X 

 
X X 

 

Findings 

Process 
X X X X X X 

Doctor X 
 

X 
   

 

4.4. Identifying Abuse Cases  

Based on the threats listed in Table 1 that affect each elements of the DFD, abuse cases can be identified. The 

abuse cases identified are explained below: 

1) The “Finding Process” is susceptible to spoofing, that is, an attacker can implement a fake “finding process” 

and use it to replace the legitimate one. The doctor may be tricked to enter appointment findings to the fake 

“Finding Process”.  Therefore, a “Spoof Finding Process” abuse case is identified. The “Doctor” is also 

susceptible to spoofing; therefore, an “Impersonate Doctor” abuse case is identified.  

2) The “Data Flows”, “Findings Data Store”, and the “Finding Process” are susceptible to tampering. Tampering 

all these elements will allow attackers to change the findings the doctor entered. Therefore a “Change 

Doctor’s Findings” abuse case is identified.  

3) The “Finding Process” and the “Doctor” are susceptible to Repudiation. A “Repudiate Entering Findings” 

abuse case is identified. 

4) The “Data Flows”, “Findings Data Store”, and the “Finding Process” are susceptible to information disclosure.  

An “Intercept Packets” abuse case and a “View Findings without Authorization” abuse case are identified. 

5) The “Data Flows”, “Findings Data Store”, and the “Finding Process” are susceptible to denial of service. A 

“Make Finding Process Unavailable” and a “Corrupt Findings Data store” abuse case can be identified. 

6) The “Finding Process” is susceptible to elevation of privilege; therefore a “Non-doctor Enter Appointment 

Findings” abuse case is identified.  

Fig. 3 shows the abuse cases and the elements of the DFD they affect. 
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Fig. 3. Abuse cases and the elements of the DFD they affect. 

4.5. Retrieving Relevant Attack Patterns  

Even though abuses cases were generated based on threat models, how are these abuse cases realized is not 

clear. For a software engineer without high security expertise, it is challenging to describe the interactions of the 

actor and the system for the abuse cases. We propose to utilize the knowledge provided in attack patterns to 

assist in this step. Information in attack patterns relevant to the abuse case being considered will be used to 

develop the description of abusive interaction of the abuse case. There are different methods to realize an abuse 

case, these different methods can be described as sub abuse cases.  

In our example, we retrieve relevant CAPEC attack patterns and use the information in these attack patterns to 

generate abuse case description and/or find sub abuse cases. Relevant attack patterns can be retrieved through 

keywords. For example, for the “Impersonate Doctor”, we can use the keyword “impersonate” to search CAPEC 

attack pattern catalog. This search by keyword function is provided by CAPEC website. CAPEC search function 

returns several pages of results. The results from the first page are examined and the most relevant attack 

patterns are listed below: 

1) CAPEC – 98: Phishing 

2) CAPEC-218: Spoofing UDDI/ebXML Messages 

3) CAPEC-151: Identity Spoofing 

4) CAPEC-415: Pretexting via Phone 

5) CAPEC-102: Session Sidejacking 

6) CAPEC-21: Exploitation of Session Variables, Resources IDs and other Trusted Credentials 

7) CAPEC-272: Protocol Manipulation 

8) CAPEC-194: Fake the Source of Data 

Reading the description of these attack patterns, it can be reasoned that CAPEC-218 is not relevant because 
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UDDI/ebXML Messages are not used in the example HIS system. CAPEC-415 is not relevant because it is a social 

engineering attack. The rest of attack patterns can be studied in detail to find whether they provide information 

to provide detailed description of an abuse case.      

4.6. Using the Relevant Attack Patterns to Extend Abuse Cases 

As an example, CAPEC-21 is selected to extend the abuse case “Impersonate Doctor”. Exploitation of session 

variables is one way of impersonating the doctor role. Therefore a sub abuse case “Impersonate Doctor through 

Session Exploitation” is derived. Using the information in the “Description” and “Example Instance”, the sub 

abuse case “Impersonate Doctor through Session Exploitation” can be described as follows: 

Name: Impersonate Doctor through Session Exploitation 

Objective: To impersonate the doctor and change appointment findings. 

Prerequisites: Server software must rely on weak session IDs proof and/or verification schemes 

Abusive Interaction: 

An attacker fetches many samples of a session ID. This may be through legitimate access (logging in, legitimate 

connections, etc), systematic probing, or eavesdropping. 

An attacker repeatedly attempting to query the system with a spoofed session header in the HTTP request.  

Post Condition: Attacker assumes the identity of a doctor. 

Similarly, other sub abuse cases for “Impersonate Doctor” can be found and described, for example, 

“Impersonate Doctor through Phishing”, “Impersonate Doctor through Session Sidejacking”. 

The mitigation strategy information in the CAPEC attack patterns can be used to inform the development of 

security requirements and design of the system.     

5. Conclusion 

This paper describes a method for developing abuse cases based on Microsoft’s threat modeling and attack 

patterns. An example health information system is used to illustrate the process. CAPEC attack patterns are used 

in the proposed method, though other attack pattern libraries can also be used in the proposed method. This 

method leverage the knowledge base of Microsoft threat modeling and attack patterns with the goal of enabling 

software engineers, especially those without high expertise in computer security to develop meaningful and 

useful abuse cases, and develop secure software.    

The proposed method has the following limitations: 

1) Based on the initial abuse cases, the software developer uses keywords to search for relevant CAPEC attack 

patterns. The quality of the keywords will affect the relevance of the attack patterns being retrieved. 

Further research needs to be done to investigate how to generate keywords that will retrieve the most 

relevant attack patterns.  

2) When attack patterns are retrieved from CAPEC library, the software developer needs to judge which ones 

are most relevant. Sometimes a lot of attack patterns are retrieved, it will be time assuming to examine each 

one to determine which ones apply to the current situation, and can be used to extend the abuse cases. Our 

future work includes designing and implementing a mechanism to rank the relevance of the retrieved attack 

patterns.   

3) The method illustrated here is mostly a manual process. Our future plan is to design and implement a tool 

that automates part of the process to make it easier for software engineers to use this method in their 

software development. 

4) Though an example is used to illustrate the proposed method, the effectiveness and efficacy of the proposed 

method need to be further researched. We plan to ask students in a software engineering class at our 

university to follow the proposed method to develop abuse cases as a way to evaluate the proposed method.  
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